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Abitract

/ Programming languages developed for children (e.g., LOGO) include a set

of primitive graphics commands that-control the displacement and rotation of a

display screen - cursor called a turtle. The purpose of this,study was to

examine 4- to 7-year-olds' undersianding of single turtle commands as trans-

formations that connect turtle states,;and to characterize the nature of their

misunderstanding.

Children were introduced to a highly simplified turtle graphics envir-

onment. There-were four possible turtle orientations, 0-, 90-, 180-, and

270-degrees, and four legal commands, FORWARD (F), BACK (B), RIGHT (R), and

LEFT (L). Following the introduction, children were shown events consisting

of an initial turtle state, a comand transformation, and the resulting turtle

state. They were asked to indicate the key /command involved in each event.

Most children systematically misunderstood the commands. Younger ones

associated each of the four commands with displacement in a particular direc-

tion and rotation to a particular orientation. Irthe turtle moved ip a 0-

:degree direction or rotated to a 0-degree orientation, they thought that F had

been executed; if the turtle moved in a 90-degree direction or rotated to 90-
.

degree orientatiOn,*they thought that R Oad been executed; and so forth. .

Oldtp children understood that only F and B displaced the turtle but, like

younger 'children, thought thate'ach of the four commands rotated it.

Overall, most Oildren performed much as Piaget's theory predicts. When

the turtle rotated, they tend0 to focus on features of the final turtle state

(i.e., final orientation), ignoring both initial state and transformation

information. When the turtle thangd location, children seemed to attend to

the transformation itself. Younger ones, haever,,tended to define the

displacement from their own or the display screen's frame of reference rather

than fr.,11 ;,tie. turtle's frame, of reference.
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YOUNG CHILDREN AND TURTLE GRAPHICS PROGRAMMING:

UNDERSTANDING TURTLE COMMANDS

'Tun), graphics, programming is a popular vehicle for introducing

children t computer programming. Children combine simple graphics commands

to geta di play screen cursor called turtle (see Figure I) to draw designs

on the dispfay screen. Even preschool-aged children jump right into creating

their own turtle designs. Researchers and educators alike assume that chil

drenls Instant Lise of turtle commands reflects relatively instant.under-,

standing of command definitions. However, this assumption is open to question

in the case of preschool= and early school-aged children. The literature on

early cognitive development suggests limitations of young children's thinking

that shoAd make it difficult if not impossible-for them to understand the

basic turtle commands.

RacIttEtiaLE9....hriltJLEEEL1(

The four basi turtle commands are FORWARD (F), BACK (B), RIGHT (R), and

LEFT (L), and are illustrated in Figure2. F (e.g., F 50) moves the turtle a

specified number of units in the direction it is pointing, and B moves it in

the opposite direction. R (e.g., R 90) rotates the turtle a specified number

of units to its right (i.e., clockwise), and L rotates it to its left (i.e,

anticlockwise).

1 !

The basic commands seem so simple and easy to learn. However, Gregg

(1978Y found that 4- and 5-year-olds had great difficulty using'these commands
V6

to control the movement of a computer-controlled robot turtle. Indeed, at

least. some ability to relate states and transformations and some amount 'of

spatial perspective - taking skill would seem to be prerequisites for entry into

turtle graphics programming.

Relating.states and transformations. At its most basic level, turtle

graphics is a sysrtem of transformations. The states, are defined by the

4
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orientation and location of the turtle. The transformations are'the commands

.that result in Changes in state. F and B change location, in reciprocal

ways, and leave orientation invariant..R and L change orientatqn, in '

reciprocal.ways and leave orientation invariant. A basic ability to relate

statet and transformations is thus central 'to understanding how the'turtle

"works"..

Spatial perspective-taking. Turtle commands are defined relative to

the turtle's perspective. For example, F displaces it in the direction it is

pointing, and R rotates it to its right. Children must understand that the

commands are'defined relative to the turtle 's intrinsic frame, and not to

their own egocentric frame nor an external:Frame (e.g., the display screen).

They must also be abletoydopt the turf le's perspective and maintain' it'

through imagined execution of a command or sequence of canmands.

Young, Children's Thinking I
Do young children have the prereqpisite abilities for understanding.the

K

basic turtle commands? According to Piaget's view of young chilfter 's think-

ing, they do not. First, .according to Piaget's theory, children younger than

about 6 or 7 years of age cannot relate states and transformations and

instead, are primarily state- oriented. 'For example, they fail to conse4.1.T.a

varietyof different quantities ac'ross quantity-irrelevant transformations,

thinking, for example, that pouring the liquid contents of a glass into a

taller, thinner glass increases liquid amount (e.g., Piaget, 1962).;

According to the theory, young children fail to conserve quantity in part

because they do not underttand that successive states (e.g., liquid in the

standard glass and that in the taller, thinner glass) are linked by a .

transformation (e.g., pouring). Similarly, in tasks of causal reoonIng

(e.g., Riaget 1930, 1974), young children attribute nonphysical causes (e.g.,

wishes, feelings) to Thysical events (e.g.,:t e cycle* the' moon).. This Is

5
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said to' reflect their lack of concern about the specific nature of a

14

transformation that might connect cause and effect.
:

Similarly, according to Piaget's theory, spatial perspective-taking

does not occur before about 6 pr 7 years of age (e.g., Piaget & Inhelder,
o

1950. The young =child is characterized as egocentric andOrooted in his own

viewpoint in the narrowest and most restricted fashion, so that hecannot

imagine any perspective but his.own" (p. 242). For example when asked to

A
inditate how a model of three mountains looks .to 'a doll placed at various

pwitions around the model; young children tend to choose a picture or small

replica that depiCts their own view 'rather than doll's view.

Pi aget's characterization of young children as primarily state-oriented ,

and egocentric suggests that they will not understand the basic turtle ,

commands and, further, will: systematically misunderstand, them. That is,'

unable to understand 4ww.cammands name turtleirefeYenced transformations,
;

turtle referenced

may instead thThk that they name particular and-states, or self-! or

screenreferenced transformations. More recent work in early, cognitive

development (cf., Gelman.& Baillargion, 1983) is somewhat more positive but

.makes no spe cific predictions. in general, recent work suggests that young

children have the basic/ capacities to understand transformation's and adopt

4pp.

perspectives other than their own. However, their ability to perform such

cognitive feats is said to be fragile and, thus, .task specific;
.

,, The purpoie of this study was to examine young children's derstanding

,af Thdivillual turtle commands as transformations that conneNurt r states,

and to characterize the natt..re of their misunderttandtng: Childran re

shown display screen.events; consisting of an -initial turtle state (i.e. , the

tuttle in a partitular location and orientation), a command transformation

the turtle executes a 'command), and the resulting turtle state (i.e.,

.6
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the turtle in a new location or orientation). They were asked to indicate

'the command Involved in each event. TWe,abilfty to recognizd'when a given

command has be6.executed 'seems basic to understanding that command.

Method '

Subjects .

Thirty-two 4- and 5-year-olds (mean age 5-1) and 32 6- and 7-year-olds

t'"`(mean age 7-0) participate, in the study. None of tie children had previous

experience with turtle graphics or computer prograrmiling although.Many had

rte'
used computers to play 'games.

.44:1
W

Introduction, to Turtle Graphics

Childrdh were introduced to a highly simplified turtle graphics envi-

ronment. There were four possible orientations, 0-, 90-, 180-, and 270-

degrees (see Figure 3), and four legal commands, F, B, R, and L. Commands

required a single key press and did not take a'rguments. F and B moved the

tturtle a fixed distance forward and back, respectively, and R and Leyotated

it 90-degrdg,cockwise and anti-closimise, respectively: The introduct ion

was brief but thorough, and included demonstration and explanation of each

command beginning in each orientation. All children said *hat they under-

stood "how the turtle worked.'

Experiniental Task .

\
A :

Children saw 16 state-command-state events constrdctedfrom a 4 x 4,

i< begin orientation x command, factorial design. On eacW'trial, two' turtles,

one red and the other green, appeared on the screen in identical orientations
/

(see the top panel of Figure 4)... The red turtle executed a command and then

differed from the green one in either location or orientation (see the middle'

. and bottonvpanblv-of Figure 4). Children were asked to indicate the command

they would give and the key they would press to make the green turtle copy

the red one. There was no screen feedback the green turtle did not
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,

.execute the given command).
--.

. , N
Children completed two replication& of the complete.deMgn. Events .

i5 ,

were randomly ordered separately for each child Ind each replitWon.

47

Results

Correct Performance

Table 41 shows percent correct performance by age vroup and trial (i.L,

event) type.. Turn trials involved execution of R or L, and move trims

involved exscution. of F or B. As shown in Table 1, older children performed

better than younger Wes and, for both groups,.performance Was better on move

trials than on turn trials. Overall, children were not very accurate at

naming 'Command executions, especially executions of R and L. /

Correct performance by begiffaorientation is not shown in Table'1 but

deserves brief mention. For.both age groups and both trial types, perfor-

mance wasbetter on 0-degree begin-orientation, trials thAn On nonzero-degree

trials which, in turn,flid not differ from each other.

Rule Classification

Individual childftn's response patterns were analyzed for underlying

rules using an approach similar to Siegler's (1976, 1981) rule assessment

approach. iRples for turn'events are shown in Figure 5, and rules for move

events are shown in Figure 6.,

Rules for, turn events.. Childreh's realionsepatterns on turn trials
A

were classifie0.into one of four rule groups: Random (i.e., no aparent

rule), End-state (i.e., if '0e- turtle's end-orientation is 0-degrees, say F
I ' a

occurred; if 90-degrees, say R occurred; and so forth), Correct (i.e., always

say R or L occurred), and Combination (i.e., combination of End-state And

Correct rules).
ti

Rules for move events. Response; patterns on move trials were class-

ified into one of.four similar rule,griups: Ranch*, Direction (i.e., if the

1
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tur e Toyed in 0-degree direction, say F occurred; if in a 20-degree diriec-'

tion, say ROccurred; and so forth), Cotrect.(1.e., always'-say ror.B.occur-

red); and Combinationji.e., combination of Direction and Correct rules).
4

_Note that the End-state rule for turn events and the Orection rule for
O.

move events are systematically incorrect, and consistent with Piaget's view
,

of young children's ,cognitive limitations. Use of the End-state rule would

indicate that children classified turn, events by the final turtle state

(i.e., oriented' 0 -, 90-, 180-, or270-degrees) rather tead by the

transformation.involved (i.e., rotated clockwise or anficlockwise). Use of

the Direction rule would ,indicate that children classifid mole events by the

N .

displacementtransformatiop involved, but that transformation was self- or
/*

screen-referenced (i.e.; moved upward; rightward, downward, or leftward)

rather than turtle-referenced (i.e., moved forward or backward}. Note also

`Oat the Combination rules 'postulate a gradual transition' from systematically

01"

4

Incorrect to systematically correct rule.
1 4

,

Classification criteria.' Response pa,terns were classified as

End -state (or Direction) if 14 of 16 respOntes (2 replications,of,8 events)

conformed to the predictions of the rule; as Correct if 14 of 16 responses

were correcf,oi- 15 of 16 responses conformed ,to the predictions of ,the

Correct rule; as Combination if all 16 response's were either correct or as

predicted by the End-state tor Direction) ruld; as Random if not

i

other-

wise classifiable. These criteria allowed unam ous.classification of

response.patterns, and kept the probability of'misclassifying a true Random

as:Enii-state' (or Directi6), Correct, or Combination low (binomial,

probability = .000003,..0003, and .064, respectively) .

Rule Usage

Tables 2 and 3 show rule usage by 4- and 5- year -olds and 6- and

7-year-olds, respectively.,* In each table, children are classified by both.

.11
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4.4 q

turn rule and move rule used..

, .). ',
.

." 'Rules for. turn events.: As shown in the last column of Table 2, about7 % e k . ' . . , t'
one-third of the younger Children respondedtrandomly, and about two-thirds

,,,,.4

I used the End.St#tfple. As shown in thOast.Olumn of Tabli)3, one-half of
,1 .

. sz'

-,

the older childreOused,the Endliate rule, and about one-half used-the .

C

A

. Correct rule, There *pears tosbe'ilievelOpmental,progression from Rant
e r 1

, , 4 '.1 1

End-siate to COrreckNre.. Altho'ugh it. seemed"reas-onabl&to expect a gridUal
.. $

.. ..
, .

'

t P .

'transition from End-state-0 Correct rule,'ttewas littlevevidence for the
. .....
)1, i

,

qi t . 4
Combination rule.

:V* q

Rules for move eVents. As sliownAkthe bottom row of Table 2,tabout

one-third 'of the yours r chldrep usedtAfte:Dtrection ruler about one-third the
. . .

Combination rule, and' about onetthirdrthe Correct rule: As shown in the

bottom row of 'Table about, one-4jrd of the older children used the

,

Direction rule, and about two-thirds the Correct rule. These data-suggest a
.5 i4

progression from Direction to Combinatibn, to Correct rule.

The 'rule classification data capture the trends present in the'accuracy

YS

. . , ., 4
data (i.e., main effects 'Wage and'trial type) and, further,..,capture and

characterize the systematic'. riatul
,-

e of children's errors. t "
.

\-
!1-

Joint-rules. The Endstate/Direction*.End-state/Ceribina.tion and,.
: .

End-state/Correct cells b Table 2'-account for 91 percent of the 'younger

childrehlvsing systematic turn and Ave rules, and. 63 percent of the total
,.

'-. .

group. The End-state/Direction, End-state/Correct* and Correct/Correct cells

in- Table 14cotnt.for 1b0 percent of the older children using systematic

turn and move rules, and 94 percent of the total group... These cells for1i a
.,. ,Ar ':" . s. )

.progression of/levels of overall command.understanding, as indicated in

e
. .. Tables 2and 3 and illustrated in Figure ,71.

.

Levelq describes chilftn who used.7the End-state rule for turn events
. *

....

and the Direction rule for move, events (7 younger and 7 older children). As

5)

r

I
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shoim it ,Figure 7, these,childreh asociated each command name with 'a part-

icular rotation end-state' and 'a particule displacement direction. What they

did not do was associate R an4:\ L with turn events only, and: F and B with move

. V.
events only.

c\. ,

Level 2 describes children rho, used the End-state rule for turn events

and the Combination rule for move events (5 younger children). 'Ilse child-

ren sometimes classified move events by displatement direction and sometimes

by "turtle direction" (Lk, forward or backward movement). This level

captures the transition from the Direction to the. Correct rule for move

events.

441

Level 3 describes children who used the End-state rule for turn events' '-7-

**IC end the Corredt -rule fdP.re events (8 younger and 9,olde. children). "Like, r
<

children ,at LeWels 1 and 1, these children l'Oociated 'F, B, R, and L with

0

, particular 'rotation events. However they seemed to understand that move
, 1

-,4, 4events W. .involved only F. and

at , 0
0 $ , Level 4 descs,lbes one older child Who used the Combination rule for t'

turn events and the Correct rule car move events; "'This ,level postulates a
.

, 3:7 ,

N.' transition from the Englstate to the Correct rule for turn events', analogous

t j the transition from the Direction to the Correct ride for move events in
,

' .

Level 2..,A4though little.evidence for Level 4 was found
;
in this study, it

..14

seems reasilble to' refain it in the 'present deVelopmental Willulation of)
. t

. rii,
. :1 " .

,, . *,eommand undef.stanctg.in"" -

%
,..\

Finally,t.Leve l 5 de;cribes children who used the Correct rules for turn
i.

, , .

and move events (1 younger and 12 plder children). These children understood
- .

that tprt; events involved R or L, and move events F oFB.

.
. Conclusions *..

In summary, most children misunderstood some or all of the basic turtle

a
command§. And. thei r.initial misconceptions were pretty much as Piaget41,

ti

?
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theory predicts. When the turtle rotated,-'children tended to focus on the-

final turtle state (i.e.) final orientation), and not on the rotation

transformation. Even children who seemed tetknow that F and 8 prOduded

.

displacement transformations thought these commands were:inVolved=in'events"

that provided clear evidence for an intervening rqtation transformation.

is
When the turtle changed location chipdren seemedto attend :to the displace-

,

ment transformation itself. Younger ones, however, often viewed the
, .

displacement with reference to themselvesfmthe screen, and not With.

I

reference to the turtle.

The 'results suggest that youn9 chilren's entry into turtle'graphics
_J4

programming will not be as spontaneous .as suggested by anecdotal 'evidence

Papert, 1980). At the very least, careful attention should be given

to their initial introduction to single primitive graphics commands. At

worst, it may unreasonable'to expect young chitdrenio beyond the level of

the single command to the more complex rogramming aspects of. turtle graphics.

t
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Table 1

Stud' 1A: Percent Correct

Trial Type

Age Turna Moveb

4-5 27 53

,6-7/ 40 73

aR or L was executed.

bF or'13 was executed.

14
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Table 2
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Turti

.1,,
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Study 1A: Rule Usage by 4- and 5-year-olds

Move- Rule

Rule Random Direction Combination Correct . Total

Random 3 4 2 9

End-State 1 7a 5b Bc 21

Combination 1 _d

Correct

Total 1 9

le

11

1

aUnderstanding level 1.

bUnderstanding level 2.

cUnderstanding level 3.

dUnderstanding level 4.

eUnderstanding level 5.

15



111 Table 3

vamsomen=1.

15

Study 1A: Rule Usage by 6- and 7-year-olds

Turn Move Rule

Rule Random Direction Combination Correct Total

Random - - - 1 1

End-State - 7a _b gc 16

Combination - - 1 ld 2

Correct _ 1 - - 12e 13

Total 1 7 1 23

aUnderstanding level 1.

bUnderstanding level 2.

cUnderstanding level 3.

dUnderstanding level'1.

eUnderstanding level. 5.

16
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Mies for Mappitig Tut ii Events onto Commands

Rule
. Turtle Turtle
End-State TransforMation Key

0. Random. Facing 9

180

90

270

B

R

L

1. End-State "Fading 0 7 F

11

180 B

4)
90 > R

270

2. Combination Facing 0

11

11

F

180 B

Bo R t

270
Clockwise

Anticlockwise

3. Correct F

B.

,Clockwise

Anticlockwise --H> L

Figure 5
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Rules for Mapping Move Events onto Commands

4

Screen Turtle'
Rule Direction. Transformation Key% .

11.1,1MIN,

0. Random Moved 0

tk
180

90

" 270

F

R,

Ow`

1. Dfrection Moved 0,

11

11

180

90

270 L

Moved Forward --:::::::°
2.' ombinatiol% MoVed 0 F

, "180 .
,

B
. 'iMoved Backward ...2.-------

90 I ..........'-'-"""....") R
II

270 ----- ____.--) L11

3. Correct Moved Forward

Moved Backward

R

L

1,1

Figure 6
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Levels of Command'Un'derstanding

Turn Events Move Evenls,

Turtle
End-State

Turtle
Transformation ,

Turtle Scpen
Key Transformation Direction

1. 0

90

Facing 0

tt

--------*Moved

tt180

It

B 180

a ti90 --______

it

> R

p
2ib

1. 270

2. Facing 0 Moved 0

90

11

F

Moved Forward
tt180

tt
90

Moved Backward
R

10

it>

tt270, L 1: 270

3. Facing 0 ---- F Moved Forward

180

90

B1E-- Mooed Backward

R

11

270 L

4. Facing 0 -----------

U

> F i---,Moved Forward

180 B4;--- Moved Backward

tl
Clockwise

270

Anticlockwise
L

5.

Clockwise

Moved Forward

84;.--- Moved Backward

R

Anticlockwise L

Figure 7

2c.
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